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Abstract—Banking and Financial Institutions are facing the pressure of increased defaults by individuals and firms in the last few years repercussions due to fraudulent activities. It is not only adversely affecting banks but also other financial sectors which depend on them. This makes it imperative to study the ways to prevent them rather than curing the situations. However, banks face two challenges in identifying NPA cases and Wilful defaults. The first one is the due diligence of firms/individuals before an extension of the loan. The second one is, need for the placement of automated safeguards to reduce frauds originating out from human behavior. The wilful defaults are committed mainly in loan and credit services for personal benefits and are getting converted into bad loans. Bad loans are the Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) and wilful defaults are a subset of these. Hence, it is very important to control NPAs. The objective of the paper is to design and evaluate machine learning based supervised models for NPA detection. To design models, the entire historical and current data needs to be considered, which requires, faster access to large volumes of heterogeneous data. Hence, the supervised models are implemented using big data techniques for fraud detection and analytics. The various supervised models namely Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, Random Forest, Neural Network, and Naive Bayes are designed for loan data and experimented using Map Reduce on Hadoop platform. These models are evaluated considering various performance metrics. The empirical result shows that the Neural Network model performs best considering precision, recall, relative commission error, and kappa statistics for NPA prediction. The best-performed model can be integrated into the existing loan management system for the early identification of NPA cases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to The Wire [1], Indian banks reported around 8670 loan fraud cases amounting to Rs. 612 billion from 2013 to 2018. The PWC, Deloitte surveys [2], [3], and RBI reports [4] indicate frauds in banks as one of the emerging risks for the financial sector affecting the economy of the country. According to the Economic Times [5], 18 public sector banks have faced a loss of Rs. 32000 Crores. in the first quarter of 2019 and most of these are due to bad loans. Bad loans are the Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) which are used as one of the measures for assessing the financial health of a bank. The Last 10 years have seen huge numbers of NPAs due to which the government has focused on changing the policies for controlling the same and has brought Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code [6]. However, banks do not have a strong governing and monitoring process to analyze and detect NPAs at the earliest. Banks need an automated process to capture and analyze the data for early detection of NPAs to avoid losses.

Early detection of NPA needs complete data analytics by considering the entire historical and current data. This includes data about both Performing Assets (PA) and NPA cases. To distinguish NPA and PA cases, understanding the attributes and common patterns related to these cases are necessary. The relation between the attribute values, patterns, and the NPA cases must be identified. This can be done by building automated models which can establish these relationships to identify loan frauds (NPA) for new cases in real-time. These automated NPA detection techniques can help to detect new NPAs as well as prevent them at the earliest. A financial organization that has an efficient loan fraud detection system can save money and protect businesses, their employees, shareholders, and customers. This can also help in identifying loan frauds occurring due to insider involvement, thereby reducing costs associated with the fraud, improving financial, operational results, and maintaining stakeholder’s confidence.

There are various techniques like Data Mining, Expert Systems, Rule-based Approach, Model-based Reasoning, and others, which are currently applied to detect fraud. These techniques are constrained by conventional data processing capabilities. Conventional approach for fraud detection is based on structured data processing, but new generation fraud cases deal with unstructured data. Hence, fraud detection model needs to deal with capturing and processing of unstructured data, keeping it conversant with the new fraud incidences. Therefore, a big data approach is needed. Hence, the paper focuses on building efficient Machine Learning (ML) based classification model for predicting fraudulent activities in loan stream data using big data technologies, making it suitable for an adaptive fraud detection system.

The ML-based models can be unsupervised, supervised, or semi-supervised. If there is sufficient knowledge available for the NPA cases then supervised models can be used. Unsupervised models are used when sufficient knowledge is not available regarding PA and NPA cases. Therefore data is grouped based on similarity and these groups are labeled as PA and NPA based on experts advice. The current work focuses on the use of supervised models as the data labeled as PA and NPA by the experts is available. Classification algorithms are used to build supervised models to detect NPAs. Training data consists of samples and their corresponding class labels. The class labels in the proposed fraud detection
system, indicate whether an observation (loan account) is NPA or PA. Once the accounts are classified PA or NPA, further analysis can be carried out to understand whether the NPA cases are wilful or not.

The supervised models have two phases; training and testing. The labeled samples are used to build the prediction model and the built model is validated in the validation phase. The validated model can be used to predict the class labels for the new samples. There are various ML algorithms available for classification. The challenge is to select the best suitable model that can detect NPA efficiently. To build such a model, faster access to large volumes of heterogeneous data is needed. But the available research does not focus on such big data analytics. The proposed research aims at big data insight for fraud analytics and detection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background NPA, Machine learning, and other techniques for fraud detection algorithms. Section 3 describes the methodology, Section 4 explains the implementation of NPA detection using the Big Data Approach on spark framework, and empirical results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes and concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

Literature related to fraud detection in the banking domain, NPA, and wilful defaults is surveyed for technologies, processes, and limitations. Many researchers [6, 7, 8, 9], and [10] worked towards loan fraud identification and have analyzed lender-borrower relationships. The authors in [6] used knowledge graphs and machine learning algorithms to identify the potential candidates with an intention to commit fraud. Wang et al. [11] used Random Forest and gradient boosting decision tree along with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to detect frauds in the financial market. The financial health of the customers of a bank was analyzed using the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and feature-based clustering by Philip et al. [9]. The authors in [11] and [12] conducted a study on wilful defaults in the Indian scenario. Satish et al. in [11] presented a study to relate wilful defaults and moral hazards.

Authors in [13], [4], [5], [16], [17], [18] and [19] investigated banking sectors of Europe, Asia, US, and Africa to find the reasons for NPA. The authors listed bank-specific factors as growth in loans, return on equity, return on asset, various financial ratios, real interest rate, inflation rate, and economic growth. The data considered was the gross NPA. The relation of identified factors with gross NPAs was established using panel regression models.

The authors in [20], [21], and [22] discussed many various methods on Outliers Detection for Financial Transactions in their survey. Some of them are listed below.

Clustering-based approach: The data points are grouped based on similarity. Points that do not belong to any cluster or not forming small clusters are considered outliers.

Model-based approach: A model is used to represent normal data. Outliers are points that do not fit in the model.

Rule-based approach: It defines a set of rules to describe normal data points. The points which deviate from the rules are considered outliers.

A conceptual real-time fraud detection model in the banking sector was discussed by John et al. [24]. The authors discussed data mining techniques such as association, clustering, classification approaches for fraud detection. The authors mined synthesized data for association rules based on marital status and range of withdrawal amounts. The authors emphasized continuous analysis of various sources of data and the use of suitable technology.

Sanchez et al. [25] proposed a conceptual framework using the fraud triangle theory for identifying and outlining a group of people inside an organization, who commit fraud. The authors emphasized the use of advanced technologies for capturing data, and for analyzing user behavior continuously.

The authors in [26] used supervised NPA detection algorithms. Local Outlier Factor (LOF) and Isolation forest were implemented for ATM fraud detection. The authors used 100000 transactions out of which 227 were identified as fraud. The authors showed that isolation forest performed better than LOF.

The authors in [27], [28], and [29] provided a survey of supervised and unsupervised NPA detection algorithms. Malini et al. [27] discussed the use of Logistic Regression, Decision tree, Neural network, Hidden Markov Model, Support vector machine, and k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) for credit card fraud detection. The authors provided comparisons on the parameters handling the non-linearity of the data and real-time detection of the fraud. The authors claimed that kNN based NPA detection methods suited well for credit card fraud detection with limited usage of the memory. Carcillo et al. [29] concluded that the combined techniques worked better than the individual approaches.

Rule-based approaches and Machine Learning based classification Techniques were used for identifying fraud involving transaction data in [30] by Wee-Yong et al. In the first technique, predefined rules were applied to qualify these NPAs as fraudulent or not. The second technique involved the application of classification techniques such as Neural networks, SVM, etc.

Credit card expenditure data was simulated using Spark for analyzing fraudulent behavior by Sathyapriya and Thiagarasu [31]. The data samples were clustered into three risk groups namely low, medium, and high. Further, HMM was used to generate the observation symbol and was compared with the threshold value. If it was less than the threshold, the transaction was considered genuine, otherwise fraudulent.

Xu et al. in [32] discussed about loan fraud detection in P2P set-up. The authors listed the research questions on the dataset, features to be considered, techniques, and applicability of Big data approach. The study concluded that for fraud detection, user behavior and transaction histories need to be analyzed and Big data approach can be used for this effectively and efficiently.

Authors in [33] and [34] discussed machine learning algorithms for clustering namely traditional k-Means, Fuzzy k-Means, and Streaming k-Means and classification algorithms namely Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, Random Forest, Hidden Markov Models, and Multilayer Perceptron using the Hadoop ecosystem and Spark. Ferhat et al., discussed MapReduce-based distributed SVM algorithm for binary classification.
In summary, the papers indicate the importance of considering several factors such as payment behavior, social behavior, financial, demographic, professional data for analysis of NPA and wilful defaults. The papers emphasize on use of Big data techniques and tools for fraud detection considering heterogeneous data from various sources. However, the papers show that there is not much effort in using Big data analytics for NPA/Wilful default detection. The papers indicate that various data mining, machine learning, and outlier detection techniques used for credit card fraud detection, insurance fraud, intrusion detection, and others can be used for loan fraud detection and prevention as well. However, the literature shows that the research effort towards loan fraud detection needs to be put to detect NPA/Wilful default at the earliest to save the financial institutions from facing damage.

The goal of the present research work is to design and evaluate supervised machine learning models for loan fraud detection. Loan Frauds are identified by using advanced technologies mainly focusing on NPA/wilful default behavior in the banking sector. Assuming the relevant data is collected and data preparation is done for analysis, some of the research questions for NPA detection are:

1) Which methods/techniques can be used to efficiently detect NPA/Wilful default?: Use of advanced techniques for the identification of loan fraud at the earliest can be employed effectively.

2) How can Big data technology be leveraged to detect NPA/Wilful default?: The broad perspective of NPA/Wilful default analysis considers all customers of the bank from various sources possible. This data is voluminous and heterogeneous, hence Big data technology needs to be used.

3) How to build an integrated system for detecting NPA/Wilful default?: Various phases of the fraud detection, beginning from data generation, preprocessing, fraud detection, and visualization need to be put in an integrated system.

III. PROPOSED WORK

The data to be considered for loan fraud detection comes from heterogeneous sources such as weblogs, social media, organization internal database, etc. Data could be structured or unstructured. These data need to be combined for analyzing fraud. The data to be analyzed is stored in a Hadoop store. Historical data of the banking system is required to be analyzed to get the patterns of normal behavior. The raw data available is not ready for analysis. It is preprocessed by cleaning, removing the noise, normalizing, and reducing dimension. While preprocessing, it is important to identify parameters that help in identifying fraud. These parameters are used for loan fraud detection using machine learning algorithms. Loan fraud detection involves two main components: 1) unsupervised NPA detection component 2) supervised classification. The first NPA detection component is based on unsupervised approach. It begins with all unlabeled data objects. Based on the domain and loan parameters identified, the measures suitable for detecting outliers have to be designed. A supervised classification model is built when the labeled data is available. Here a predictive model is trained for classifying an activity as fraud or not. The main focus of this research is to build and evaluate various classification models using Big data technology for identifying suspicious activities (outliers) in the financial domain and generate a trigger to avoid losses due to fraudulent actions.

The process flow for loan fraud detection is shown in Figure 1. The process is intended to analyze the entire data available to detect outliers that are fraudulent. It takes entire data and adaptive knowledge base as the input in the first phase for detecting outliers (loan frauds) using unsupervised approach. In the second phase, the new data object is assigned an outlier score by checking its values for the fraud parameters identified. If the outlier score is higher than the threshold value, it is considered a potential fraud (outlier). These cases are sent for further confirmation to the supervised classification component which uses an adaptive knowledge base, which further denies or confirms them as fraud. For supervised classifiers, methods and measures suitable to the domain have to be designed. The classifier needs to be trained with the entire data available. It is intended to make use of an adaptive knowledge base, fraud repository, and normal database for analyzing whether the given input is fraud or not. The main focus of this research is to evaluate the supervised models for fraud detection.

The technology stack used in the research is shown in Figure 2. At the basic level data store and processing is carried out on the Hadoop platform. In the second level Apache Spark and Kafka are used for simulating real-time stream computing. The data analytical components data collection, data preparation, building machine learning models, and visualization are on the top layer. The Big data approach is implemented by writing map-reduce logics for supervised models on Hadoop Cluster considering three nodes.
IV. MapReduce Algorithms of Supervised Models for NPA Detection

In this section, the design of parallel distributed classification algorithms is presented. The implementations of these are carried out using Hadoop. For each of the classification algorithms, parameters are varied to get the efficient model such as the structure of the neural network, kernel function for SVM, hypothesis functions for regression, and decision criteria for the random forest. These models are designed using Map and Reduce functions. The models are compared based on the accuracy obtained, and the algorithm with the best accuracy is considered for prediction in the fraud detection system.

A. MapReduce-Naive Bayes

Naive Bayes model is a generative model built for prediction using prior and likelihood probabilities as shown in equation

\[
P(A|B) = \frac{P(B|A)P(A)}{P(B)}
\]

where

\[
P(B|A): \text{Likelihood probability: Probability of the given input variable } B \text{ given class label } A.
\]

\[
P(A): \text{Prior probability: Probability of a given class label } A.
\]

\[
P(B): \text{Predictor prior probability: Probability of a given input variable } B.
\]

Outcome variable is loan_status and selected 60 features are independent variables. For example, considering the independent variable purpose with value ‘carloan’, the chances of loan_status being ‘PA’ or ‘NPA’ are computed as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{loan_status} &= P(\text{loan_status} = \text{PA}) \times P(\text{purpose} = \text{carloan}) \\
\text{loan_status} &= P(\text{loan_status} = \text{NPA}) \times P(\text{purpose} = \text{carloan})
\end{align*}
\]

where \(P(\text{purpose} = \text{carloan})\) is likelihood probability.

\[
P(\text{loan_status} = \text{PA}) \quad \text{is prior class probability}.
\]

\[
P(\text{purpose} = \text{carloan}) \quad \text{is prior predictor probability.}
\]

The status is predicted as the one with a higher probability.

The MapReduce-Naive Bayes (MR-NB) model is designed to estimate these prior and likelihood probabilities of a given class label [35]. The Mapper takes the row as input and converts it into key-value pair, where, key consists of a class label, attribute name, and attribute value. The value in key-value pair is set to 1 for an individual occurrence of the key. For example if labels ‘PA,’ the attribute name is purpose and attribute value is ‘business’ then the key will be \(<\text{key} = \text{PA} + \text{purpose} + \text{business}\>\) and value will be \(<1>\). Hence, the key-value pair is \(<\text{PA} + \text{purpose} + \text{business} >\). The Reducer aggregates each unique key value to compute the probabilities. The examples of unique key are \<{\text{PA} + \text{purpose} + \text{carloan}},{\text{PA} + \text{purpose} + \text{business}}\>\), etc. Proportions of each unique value of the feature with the corresponding label is the likelihood probability \(Pr\). The outcome of the Reducer is likelihood probability \(Pr\). Prior probabilities are proportions of ‘NPA’ and ‘PA’ records in the dataset. Driver function uses these probabilities to predict the labels for the test samples. The predicted and actual labels are used to compute the confusion matrix for Naive Bayes. The steps of Naive Bayes are shown in Algorithm 1.

\[
\text{Algorithm 1 MapReduce Naive Bayes}
\]

1: \text{procedure MAPPER(Data with all Features, Class Label)}
2: \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Data: Loan data with 60 features, Class Label: PA/NPA}
3: \text{Read Dataset}
4: \text{for each Loan record do}
5: \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{for each Attribute do}
6: \hspace{2cm} \triangleright \text{Emit(Loan Status+Attribute Name +Attribute Value, 1)}
7: \text{end for}
8: \text{end procedure}
9: \text{procedure REDUCER(Loan Status +Attribute Name+Attribute Value, Iterator)}
10: \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{for each value in the Iterator do}
11: \hspace{2cm} \triangleright \text{Pr} = \text{Pr} + \text{value}
12: \hspace{2cm} \triangleright \text{Pr: Probability of Attribute value and class label}
13: \hspace{2cm} \triangleright \text{Emit(Loan Status +Attribute Name +Attribute Value, Pr)}
14: \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{end for}
15: \text{end procedure}

B. MapReduce-Logistic Regression

The hypothesis function in Logistic Regression relates exogenous variables which are 60 selected features and the outcome variable which is the status of the loan. The model returns an estimated probability score of predicting the status as ‘PA’ or ‘NPA’. This probability score is given as input to the Sigmoid activation function. If the input probability value is zero or positive, then the prediction will be a value greater than or equal to 0.5, which is approximated to 1 as ‘NPA’. A negative input probability value returns a value less than 0.5, which is approximated to 0 as ‘PA’.

The MapReduce-Logistic Regression (MR-LR) algorithm is designed for fitting a linear equation [36]. Mapper and Reducer functions for carrying out the computations are shown in Algorithm 2.

The Mapper and Reducers are designed to fit the Logistic Regression model using gradient descent. It gives \(\theta\) values that represent the model parameters of Logistic regression. The Mapper updates intermediate \(\theta\) values \(\text{temp}_\theta\), considering the dataset in each DataNode. The Mapper function emits attribute number and corresponding intermediate \(\theta\) value as \(<j, \text{temp}_\theta\式_j>).\) For example, considering loan amount and its \(\text{theta}\) value, key-value pair will be \(<\text{loan amount}, \text{temp}_\theta\式_{\text{loan amount}}\>).\) These intermediate \(\theta\) values are combined in the Reducer to compute the final \(\theta\) values for each attribute. MapReduce is iteratively executed in the driver function until the convergence criterion is met or a maximum of 50 iterations. It uses the sigmoid activation function to convert real values between 0 to 1, which can be used for binary classification. The threshold is set as 0.5 and the values greater than the threshold are considered as NPA. Finally, the confusion matrix is obtained in the Driver function.

C. MapReduce-Support Vector Machine

Support vectors are data points closer to the plane and influence the orientation along with the position of the
Algorithm 2 MapReduce Logistic Regression

1: procedure MAPPER( Data with all Features, Class Label, Initial $\theta$ values )
   $\triangleright$ Data: Loan data with 60 features, Class Label: PA/NPA
2: Read Dataset
3: for each Attribute $j$ do
4:   for each Loan record $i$ do
5:     Compute $\theta^{(i)}_j = \sum (h_\theta(x^i) - y^{(i)})x^{(i)}_j$
   $\triangleright$ $\theta^{(i)}_j$: intermediate $\theta$ value updation for $j^{th}$ attribute considering $i^{th}$ sample.
6:     $h_\theta$: hypothesis function to predict label using intermediate $\theta$ values,
   $\triangleright x^{(i)}_j$: $j^{th}$ Attribute value in $i^{th}$ sample
7:   end for
8: end for
9: end procedure
10: procedure REDUCER( Key Attribute $j$, Iterator of temp values for each attribute $j$ )
11: for each attribute $j$ do compute
12:   $\theta_j = \theta_j - \frac{1}{count} \sum temp_\theta_j$
13: end for
14: end procedure

Algorithm 3 MapReduce Support Vector Machine

1: procedure MAPPER( Data with all Features, Class Label, Initial Weights $W$ )
   $\triangleright$ Data: Loan data with 60 features, Class Label: PA/NPA
2: Read Loan Dataset
3: for each Loan record $x_i$ do
4:   $f_i = W^T * x_i + b$
   $\triangleright f_i$ is decision value $f_i > 1$ or $f_i < -1$ for the valid support vector $x_i$
5: $H1 = f_i + 1$
6: $H2 = f_i - 1$
7: $SV = \text{Data Point present on } H1 \text{ and } H2$
   $\triangleright SV$: Local support vectors for data on the node and $H1$ and $H2$ are supporting boundary lines of hyperplane
8: $W = W + \alpha * \text{sigmoid}(f_i) * x_i$ $\triangleright$ Update $W$
9: $y_i = \text{Sigmoid}(f_i)$ $\triangleright$ To predict the label
10: end for
11: Emit(1, $W$, $SV$, $b$)
12: end procedure
13: procedure REDUCER(key 1, Iterator of $W$, $SV$, $b$))
14: Global $b = \sum_{i=0}^{count} b/count$
15: Global $W = \sum_{i=0}^{count} W/count$
16: Global $SV += SV$
17: Emit(Global $W$, Global $SV$, Global $b$)
18: end procedure

D. MapReduce-Neural Network

Neural Network (NN) is a model of artificial neurons arranged in multiple layers [36, 38]. If the model learns through the concept of back-propagation then it is called as a Back-propagation Neural Network (BNN). The data is iteratively fed to the input nodes, computations are carried out through hidden layers and the result is obtained in the output layer node. This output is compared with the actual labels to compute the potential error. This computed error is fed back to the model in each iteration. Based on the diminishing error and desired output, the weights are adjusted and the final model is obtained.

Predicting NPA is the classification task performed on labeled data. Hence, it does not require more layers in the NN. To decide the number of hidden layers and neurons in each hidden layer, the literature suggests splitting the data into training and test data to train the NN starting from 1, 2, and 3 hidden layers. Whichever gives the low computation cost can be chosen as a final NN structure. Also, the number of neurons in each hidden layer can be computed by using Equation 2

$$N = \frac{((InputNodes + OutputNodes) * 2)}{3}. \quad (2)$$

where $N \rightarrow \text{Number of nodes}$

To determine the number of hidden layers, the experimentation has been done and identified that one hidden layer with 40 nodes as per Equation 2 is the NN structure to train the model. However, the accuracy obtained was low for one hidden layer network as compared to two hidden layers. The computation of neurons for two hidden layers is
performed and the final structure of NN is identified as shown in Figure 3. The NN structure contains an input layer with \( n = 60 \) neurons for 60 identified features, hidden layer 1 with \( m = 40 \) neurons, hidden layer 2 with \( p = 27 \) neurons, and an output layer with 1 neuron to identify the ‘PA’ or ‘NPA’.

![Neural Network Structure](image)

**Algorithm 4** MapReduce Neural Network

1: `procedure MAPPER(Data with all Features, Class Label)`

   ▷ Data: Loan data with 60 features, Class Label: PA/NPA
   ▷ Number of Records, \( d \): Dimension, \( h \) number of hidden layer, \( W \): Randomly assigned Initial Weights
2: `Read Dataset`
3: `for` each hidden layer \( h \) `do`
4:   `for` each attribute \( a_i \) and neuron \( j \) in the hidden layer `do`
5:     Compute \( I_j = \sum_{i=1}^{d} a_i \cdot w_{ij} \)
   ▷ Intermediate value computed in \( j^{th} \) neuron in \( h \)
6:     Compute \( O_j = \text{Sigmoid}(I_j) \)
   ▷ Outcome of \( j^{th} \) neuron in \( h \) after sigmoid activation
7: `for` each neuron \( j \) in the hidden layer \( h \) `do`
8:   Compute \( I_o = \sum_{j=1}^{h} O_j \cdot w_{jo} \)
9:   Compute \( O = \text{Sigmoid}(I_o) \)
10: `Err_{O} = O(1 - O)(T - O)` ▷ Compute Error term at Output layer
11: `ERROR for` each neuron \( j \) in the Hidden layer `do`
12:   `for` each attribute \( a_i \) `do`
13:     Compute \( \text{Err}_{ij} = O_i(1 - O_i)I_{ij} \)
14: `END for`
15: `for` each neuron \( j \) in the Hidden layer `do`
16:     `for` each attribute \( a_i \) `do`
17:       Compute \( \text{Err}_{ij} = O_i(1 - O_i)I_{ij} \)
18:     `END for`
19:     Compute Error at neuron \( j \) in the Hidden layer
20:     \( W_{ij} = W_{ij} + \text{Err}_{ij} \cdot O \)
21: `END for`
22: `for` each neuron \( j \) in the Hidden layer `do`
23:     `for` each attribute \( a_i \) `do`
24:       Compute Error at neuron \( j \) in the Hidden layer
25:     `END for`
26:     `for` each neuron \( j \) in the Hidden layer `do`
27:       `for` each attribute \( a_i \) `do`
28:         Compute Error at neuron \( j \) in the Hidden layer
29:     `END for`
30: `END for`
31: `for` each dataset `do`
32:     Compute evaluation metrics;
   ▷ Computing True Positives, True Negatives, False Positives, False Negatives, Accuracy
33: `Emit` (Metric, Computed Value of the metric)
34: `END for`
35: `end procedure`

The MapReduce-Neural Network (MR-NN) algorithm is designed to use a Back-propagation Neural Network (BNN) at each Mapper and combines the outputs at the Reducer stage. First, input to the Mapper function is a Loan data file with 60 features and labels. This file is read by the Mapper as key-value pair where the key is offset to the file and the value is each loan record from the file. Second, input is the initial weights for the NN. The Mapper computes intermediate values at each neuron in the hidden layers. These intermediate values are computed by applying the sigmoid function on the weighted sum of all the inputs given to the neuron. These intermediate values provided by the last hidden layer are used to compute the predictions at the output layer. Using these predictions and actual outcomes the error at the output layer is computed. This error is back propagated to adjust weights to diminish error. With the updated weights, classification is performed on each of the data blocks. The Mapper emits \( <1, \{\text{Actual}_\text{Label}, \text{Predicted}_\text{Label}\}> \). In the Mapper, key is set as ‘1’ to consider all the values together for the Reducer function. The Reducer combines all the key-value pairs and computes the confusion matrix having true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives. Based on confusion matrix Reducer computes accuracy and emits output as <Metric, Computed_Value>, for example <accuracy, 94.7>. The driver runs the Mapper and Reducer functions in the loop until convergence. The steps of Mapper and Reducer functions are shown in Algorithm 4.

**E. MapReduce-Random Forest**

Random Forest is a collection of decision trees. Each decision tree predicts the outcome as ‘PA’ or ‘NPA’. These decisions are combined using majority voting by counting the decisions.

The MapReduce-Random Forest (MR-RF) is designed for NPA prediction. The Mapper function works on the dataset at the node to get the decision tree, i.e., identify decision attributes at each level by computing the entropy, and information gain. Initially, the entropy of the whole sample is calculated. Subsequently, entropy is computed for each value of the attribute, using these entropies final entropy of the attribute is computed. Using these computations Information gain for the attribute is calculated.

The decision node is the attribute with maximum information gain. The data is split based on the decision node attribute. The Mapper function emits the constructed Decision Tree (DT). The key is set as ‘1’ and the value is constructed DT at that node, hence, key-value pair emitted is \( <1, DT> \). For example, decision tree DT1 is the tree with root as loan_amount, second level attribute as the purpose and so on. The Reducer function uses these decision trees for prediction on the test data. The decisions of all these trees are combined using majority voting, and the results are emitted from the Reducer. The key-value pair emitted from Reducer is \( <\text{sample}_i, \text{Prediction}> \). The driver function uses this output to compute the confusion matrix. The steps of Mapper and Reducer functions for Random Forest are shown in Algorithm 4.

**V. EXPERIMENTATION**

The data considered for experimentation is loan data set having approximately more than two lakh instances with...
sixty selected features shown in Figure 4. The sample features are loan_amnt, installment, emp_length, credit_score, purpose, designation, delinquency, house_type, and others. The sample data is shown in Figure 4. The dataset has around 5% of instances are NPA and the remaining are PA. The dataset is divided into a training set of 140000 instances, a test set of 55996 instances, and a validation set of 5004 instances. In the dataset, the loan_status is the class label which has values "current" if payments are not delayed, "fully paid" if the loan is completely paid, and "charged off" if there payment delays. As per RBI’s asset classification, as shown in Figure 5, an asset is classified as Special Mention Accounts (SMA) if there is a delay of less than 90 days in the loan payments. If the delay is more than 90 days it is put under the NPA category. Taking this into account, the status of the loan is factored as PA and NPA. If the values of status are either current or fully paid, it is factored as PA and if it is late or charged-off, then it is NPA.

For building NPA detection models big data platform Hadoop is used. It enables the distributed processing of large data sets across clusters. These clusters are formed using commodity servers. It is a platform that provides distributed storage and computational means. Hadoop works on the principle of distribute-join-aggregate. In a fraud detection system, considering the loan analysis scenario, the data samples with relevant features are distributed across multiple nodes in the Hadoop cluster. For example, to compute the monthly average spending amount of customer A, there is a need of analyzing all the debit transactions of A for a month. This analysis shows the average spending pattern of
Fig. 6. Spark Kafka Integration

**Algorithm 5 MapReduce Random Forest**

```
1: procedure MAPPER(Data with all Features, Class Label)
   ▷ Data: Loan data with 60 features, Class Label: PA/NPA
2:     for each Record in Dataset D do
3:         for each attribute Ai do
4:             IG(D, Ai) = − Σ P(Ai) log2 P(Ai) ▷ Entropy
5:                 of attribute Ai
6:             E(D) = − Σ (P(Ai)log2 P(Ai)) ▷ Entropy
7:             IG(D, Ai) = − Σ (P(Ai)log2 P(Ai))
8:         end for
9:     end for
10: end procedure
11: procedure REDUCER(1, Iterator DT)
12:     D: Read Test set
13:     for each Record i in D do
14:         for each DTj in the Iterator do
15:             Resultij ← Predict the class using DTj
16:             if Resultij = 'PA' then ▷ 'PA' and 'NPA'
17:                 are class labels in Loan data
18:                     Count(PA)++ = 1
19:                 else
20:                     Count(NPA)++ = 1
21:             end if
22:         end for
23:     end for
24:     Prediction= max(Count(PA), Count(NPA))
25:     Emit(Record i, Prediction)
26: end procedure
```

AverageAmountSpent is compared with Annual Income, if it is more, then this feature is contributing towards identification of NPA. Similar logic is written for other MapReduce functions to analyze features of the dataset such as number of installments, investments, purpose, delinquencies, write-offs, etc. The final result of all the MapReduce functions is combined for each customer and is further given for the detection of outliers such as NPA.

Supervised algorithms are implemented on the Hadoop platform using Spark and Kafka for simulating a real-time environment for stream data. Kafka is used for building data pipelines for streaming applications. It is a message broker system used for providing streaming data to Spark as shown in Figure 6.

The Spark engine is used for implementing the parallel distributed classification algorithms. The loan data stored in the HDFS is read by the Kafka message broker system and fed to the Spark streaming application as a stream of loan instances. It is further converted to a batch based on the windowing concept and given to the classification algorithms for training and testing. The models are validated based on the evaluation metrics and if improvements are required, then the process of training the model is repeated. These classification models are compared and the best one is used in the final framework for NPA detection.

**VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

Exploratory data analysis is performed on the Distribution of NPAs Recovered by Banks presented in the Report on Trend and Progress of Banking in India [40]. Figure 7 shows the total NPA amount from 2003-04 to 2019-20. It can be observed from the graph that the amount involved in NPA is increasing exponentially and the amount recovered is significantly low. Figure 8 shows the total amount lost due to fraud cases in banks. It can be observed that fraud related to advances is contributing most to the frauds. Sector-wise gross NPA analysis is shown in Figure 9. It can be observed from the graph that Scheduled Commercial Banks (SCB) and public sector banks are affected by NPAs the most. In that the loans offered to private sector, agriculture, micro and macro finances have turned NPA. This analysis gives an insight into the significance of detecting NPAs and wilful defaults at the earliest. In order to perform the same, experimentation is performed on around 2 lakh instances having 5% of instances labeled as ‘NPA’ and the remaining as ‘PA’. The training, test and validation sets consists of 140000, 55996 and 5004 loan records respectively. The Confusion matrices obtained with validation data for Logistic Regression, Neural Network, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, and SVM are shown in Figure 10. Confusion matrix for binary classification model consists of 4 values, True positive: The sample predicted as NPA and its actually NPA, True Negative: The sample predicted as
PA and its actually PA, False Positive: The sample predicted as NPA and but its actually PA, False Negative: The sample predicted as PA and but its actually NPA. These values of confusion matrices are used to compute various evaluation metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, f1-score, and kappa statistics. Figure [1] shows the accuracies of each of the models. Accuracy is computed by dividing the number correctly classified samples by total number of samples. The results in the Figure [1] depict that MR-Neural Network has the highest accuracy. Accuracy depicts how well the model performs considering true positives and true negatives. However the model needs to be evaluated with respect to false positive and false negatives (misclassification) as well, Hence other metrics have been used to evaluate a model completely for NPA prediction problem.

Evaluation of classification models using Precision, Recall, F1-score, Specificity, and Kappa statistics is shown in Figure [2]. Precision represents the measure of correctness of predictions concerning predicted positive examples i.e the examples predicted as NPA. Higher Precision indicates low False positives i.e. small number of examples are incorrectly classified as NPA. Neural Network has the best precision compared to other models, indicating very few PA cases are classified as NPA. Recall or Sensitivity gives the measure of correctness of predictions concerning actual positive examples i.e actual NPAs. The results show that all the models have almost the same recall rate. F1-score is the metric that represents both Recall and Precision. Considering the F1-score, Neural Network has the best performance compared to all the other models, indicating
the least positive class misclassification. This is significant for NPA, misclassification concerning NPA class must be minimum. Specificity gives the measure of correctness of predictions concerning actual negative examples i.e the loans which are PAs. The results show that all the models have almost the same Specificity. Kappa is an important measure for evaluating a classifier’s performance, especially for an imbalanced data set. It also considers the examples which are classified correctly by chance (randomly). Neural Network has the best kappa statistics indicating that it is the most suited classification algorithm for NPAs.

The calibration plot for the classification models is shown in Figure [13]. It shows the agreement between the actual outcome and predictions of the model. The ideal model should have the line at 45°. The Neural Network model is the best fit according to this plot.

The Receiver Operating Characteristic curve for all the models is shown in Figure [14]. It shows the trade off between sensitivity and specificity. The model having the line near the top left corner represents the good test results. According to the ROC curve plotted Neural network has moderate performance, Random Forest and Naive Bayes show better performance, and Logistic Regression, SVM show poor performances.

Relative Commission Error (RCE) is the error that occurred due to the assignment of a sample to a class that in fact, it does not belong to. Actual positives classified as negative will lead to RCE-Positive and Actual negatives
classified as positive lead to RCE-Negative. Since Negative examples are in large numbers, the error ratio is higher compared to the positive class. However, both RCE-positive and RCE-negative errors are the least in the Neural Network model.

Considering the above all metrics and graphs, it can be observed that Mr-Neural Networks performs best considering the imbalanced factor of NPA prediction, having a small number of Positive class as NPA. It is very important not to miss any NPA case by predicting it as a PA case. MR-Neural Network works well with the least misclassification error. In the given setup and chosen initial parameters for the models, MR-Neural Network is best suited for NPA prediction. Imbalancing factor can be handled by simulating samples from a class that has few samples [41]. However, since NPA detection deals with financial and behavioral data it requires expertise to validate the data.

Since the experimentations are carried out on a Hadoop cluster which is scalable, the performance of the classification algorithms considered are tested by varying the size of the cluster (incrementally adding a node) As and when the node is added, the algorithms are executed and time is recorded. The ratio between the two consecutive times is calculated which indicates the decrease in time caused due to the addition of the node. The Figure 16 shows the performance of classification algorithms on the Hadoop cluster when the number of nodes is increased linearly. It can be observed that, with the addition of a node in the cluster, the algorithms run faster with twice the speed of the previous setup. Linear regression has the highest decrease in the time when a node is added. SVM has the least reduction in time. Neural network, Naive Bayes, and Random forest show a similar decrease in time with node addition. MR-Neural Network has moderate speed and best performance.
Fig. 13. Calibration plot for classification algorithms considered

Fig. 14. ROC for Classification Algorithms
compared to other models, hence it can be used in the system for NPA detection. The results can be further used for analyzing whether NPA identified are wilful or genuine.

VII. CONCLUSION

Financial institutions face a lot of consequences due to fraudulent activities. Particularly banks face challenges when revenue-earning assets such as loan services are subjected to become non-performing wilfully. Hence NPA detection in the early stage has become a very essential requirement to the banks. NPA detection is a big data problem as models need to process both historical data and current data in real-time for early identification of NPA/Wilful default. This can be achieved by implementing the ML-based supervised models. In this paper, the Map-Reduce logics of various supervised algorithms are evolved and implemented. The algorithms are tuned and parameterized for efficient detection of NPAs for the considered loan data. The performance analysis of these algorithms shows that the MapReduce-Neural Network algorithm performs better for NPA prediction. Further, the detected/predicted NPA cases can be analyzed for wilful default using behavioral analysis and this automated process can be integrated with the existing loan management system.
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